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1. In this order, the Commission denies a request for rehearing filed by the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) of the Commission’s December 17, 2009 order approving a settlement agreement (Settlement) between the Exelon Corporation, Exelon Generation Company, LLC, Commonwealth Edison Company, and PECO Energy Company (together, PECO/Exelon) and the California Parties (collectively, the Parties) in the above-captioned proceedings.¹

   Background

2. On November 20, 2008, the California Parties and PECO/Exelon filed the Settlement, which resolved certain claims arising from events and transactions in the western energy markets during the period January 1, 2000 through June 20, 2001 as they

¹ For purposes of this Settlement, the California Parties include: Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E), San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), Southern California Edison Company (SoCal Edison), the People of the State of California, ex rel. Edmund G. Brown Jr., Attorney General, and the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC). For purposes of this Settlement, the California Parties also include the California Department of Water Resources (CERS) (acting solely under authority and powers created by California Assembly Bill 1 of the First Extraordinary Session of 2001-2002, codified in sections 80000 through 80270 of the California Water Code).

relate to PECO/Exelon. Proceeds from the Settlement would be distributed in accordance with an allocation matrix that was included as part of the Settlement. Under the Settlement, SMUD and other specified entities were classified as Deemed Distribution Participants, which, according to the Settlement, means that these entities owed more to the CAISO or the CalPX than what they were owed under the Settlement’s allocation matrix. Under the Settlement, Deemed Distribution Participants would therefore receive a credit against what they owe to the CAISO or CalPX rather than receiving a cash payment.³

3. The December 17 Order approved the Settlement, rejecting SMUD’s arguments on the merits.

**Request for Rehearing**

4. On rehearing, SMUD argues that the Commission’s approval of the Settlement under the first prong of the *Trailblazer* analysis was inappropriate as there was no record evidence on which to base a merits decision on the issue of undue discrimination. Similarly, SMUD argues that the Commission erred in rejecting its contention that the Settlement was unduly discriminatory because it classified SMUD as a Deemed Distribution Participant. Finally, SMUD argues that the Commission erred in not clarifying the residual obligation of PECO/Exelon to pay refunds. We address each of these arguments below.

**Undue Discrimination and Approval of the Settlement Under the Commission’s *Trailblazer* Analysis**

5. SMUD argues that its treatment as a Deemed Distribution Participant under the Settlement is unduly discriminatory and forces SMUD to forfeit its statutory rights in

³ By contrast, entities designated as “Net Refund Recipients” under the Settlement’s allocation matrix receive a cash payment. See Settlement and Release of Claims, §§ 1.49, 5.2.

⁴ *Trailblazer Pipeline Co.*, 85 FERC ¶ 61,345 (1998), order on reh’g, 87 FERC ¶ 61,110, reh’g denied, 88 FERC ¶ 61,168 (1999) (*Trailblazer*). Under the Commission’s *Trailblazer* analysis, there are four approaches under which the Commission may approve a contested settlement: (1) the Commission may make a decision on the merits of each contested issue; (2) the Commission determines that the settlement provides an overall just and reasonable result; (3) the Commission determines that the benefits of the settlement outweigh the nature of the objections, and the contesting parties’ interests are too attenuated; or (4) the Commission determines that the contesting parties can be severed. See *Trailblazer*, 85 FERC at 62,342-44.
order to qualify for refunds by requiring it to net refund obligations against its refund rights. According to SMUD, the Commission concluded in the December 17 Order that the Settlement distinguishes between Deemed Distribution Participants and Net Refund Recipients based on whether entities have amounts outstanding and payable to the CAISO and/or CalPX, rather than on the jurisdictional status of an entity. However, SMUD argues that the Commission goes on to state that the settlements do not constitute a finding that any entity owes money to the CAISO and/or CalPX. Therefore, SMUD contends that the Commission’s finding that the Settlement is not unduly discriminatory bears no logical connection to its finding that there is no evidence that SMUD owes money to the CAISO and/or CalPX. SMUD also argues that the Commission lacks grounds for treating SMUD differently from other purchasers who made no jurisdictional sales.

6. Further, SMUD denies owing money to the CAISO and/or CalPX, and it states that neither entity has ever made a claim against SMUD for refunds. SMUD also asserts that the Commission has already found that SMUD is owed monies by these entities. Therefore, SMUD contends there is no basis for the Commission’s distinction between SMUD and Net Refund Recipients. SMUD argues that it has long been settled that undue discrimination involves both the dissimilar treatment of similarly situated parties and the similar treatment of dissimilar parties. SMUD contends that it is similar to other purchasers who are not Deemed Distribution Participants because Deemed Distribution Participants, unlike Net Refund Recipients, owe money to the CAISO and/or CalPX. Finally, SMUD notes that a substantially similar settlement offer must be made to similarly situated customers, and it argues that while SMUD is similarly situated to the Settlement’s refund recipients, SMUD has not been given an offer comparable to those extended to other refund recipients.

7. Finally, SMUD asserts that the Commission erred in approving the Settlement using the first prong of the Trailblazer analysis for contested settlements, namely, the December 17 Order’s rejection of SMUD’s arguments on the merits. Specifically, SMUD argues that by not making any affirmative finding of whether SMUD or other entities actually owed monies to the CAISO and/or CalPX, the Commission does not

---

5 SMUD Rehearing Request at 8 (citing San Diego Gas & Elec. Co., 121 FERC ¶ 61,067, at P 57 (2007) (Bonneville Remand Order), order on reh’g, 125 FERC ¶ 61,214 (2008)).

6 Id. at 9 (citing Ala. Elec. Coop. v. FERC, 684 F.2d 20, 21 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (Alabama Electric Cooperative)).

7 Id. (citing Fla. Power & Light Co., 70 FERC ¶ 63,017 (1995) (Florida Power)).
have an adequate record on which to make a merits determination regarding the justness and reasonableness of the Settlement.

**Commission Determination**

8. We deny rehearing. We disagree with SMUD’s contention that the Settlement is unduly discriminatory. Instead, as we concluded in the December 17 Order, we find that the Settlement’s designation of certain entities as Deemed Distribution Participants is not unduly discriminatory, because this designation does not make any distinctions based upon the jurisdictional status of any particular entity. Rather, under the Settlement, certain entities are designated as Deemed Distribution Participants based on whether those entities have amounts outstanding and payable to the CAISO and/or CalPX as set forth in the allocation matrix. Deemed Distribution Participants are not precluded from recovery under the Settlement and, pursuant to section 5.2.2 of the Settlement, these parties will receive a credit against any outstanding amounts owed to the CAISO and/or CalPX. Moreover, even if those Settlement provisions governing Deemed Distribution Participants could be construed as discriminatory to the extent they establish two tiers of settlement refund recipients, we conclude that any such discrimination is not undue because, under the Settlement, Deemed Distribution Participants and Net Refund Recipients are not similarly situated. Unlike Deemed Distribution Participants, entities designated as Net Refund Recipients do not have outstanding amounts owing to the CAISO and/or CalPX under the terms of the Settlement. Therefore, those provisions of the Settlement do not violate the Federal Power Act (FPA),\(^8\) which prohibits only undue discrimination.\(^9\)

9. In the December 17 Order, the Commission closely considered the rights of non-settling participants and whether non-jurisdictional entities labeled as Deemed Distribution Participants were unduly discriminated against. Ultimately, we found that it was reasonable that some entities, including some non-jurisdictional entities, were characterized as Deemed Distribution Participants based on whether those entities would have amounts owed to the CAISO and/or CalPX \emph{under the terms of the Settlement}. We further concluded that the Settlement does not distinguish between jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional entities, and that the distinction between Deemed Distribution Participants

---


\(^9\) \emph{See, e.g., Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp.}, 119 FERC ¶ 61,076, at P 369 (2007) (“the FPA does not prohibit all discrimination, only undue discrimination. In general, discrimination is ‘undue’ when there is a difference of rates, terms or conditions among similarly situated customers. The Commission has broad discretion in determining when discrimination is undue.”) (internal citations omitted).
and Net Refund Recipients is reasonable. In addition, the December 17 Order found that the Settlement does not suggest that Deemed Distribution Participants owe refunds pursuant to the FPA, but instead suggests that SMUD may owe money to the CAISO and/or CalPX. Therefore, as we explained in the December 17 Order, the Settlement’s classification of certain non-jurisdictional entities as Deemed Distribution Participants is not inconsistent with the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit’s (Ninth Circuit) Bonneville decision. The December 17 Order pointed out that, while Bonneville found that the Commission lacked authority to order governmental entities or other non-public utilities to pay refunds, the Ninth Circuit took no position on whether any remedies were available outside the context of the FPA. For these reasons, the Commission concluded that the Settlement was just and reasonable, and dismissed SMUD’s protests on the merits. SMUD’s arguments on rehearing do not persuade us otherwise.

10. SMUD cites to Alabama Electric Cooperative for the proposition that undue discrimination involves both the dissimilar treatment of similarly situated parties and the similar treatment of dissimilar parties. As we explained in the December 17 Order, however, that case involved a public utility’s rate design that would have been applicable to all of its customers, none of which would have had the opportunity to “opt out” of the utility’s rates. In contrast, according to the terms of the Settlement at issue here, SMUD and others possess the ability not to opt in to the Settlement and in doing so forfeit no rights of claims against PECO/Exelon.

11. Moreover, we find that SMUD’s reliance on Florida Power is misplaced. In that case, an Administrative Law Judge considered whether two settlements were substantially similar, i.e., whether one party had offered substantially similar settlements to two different parties. Here, however, we are faced with a single settlement among the California Parties, PECO/Exelon, and other “opt-in” participants. Thus, the facts in this proceeding do not implicate the question of whether the California Parties should offer a

---

10 See December 17 Order, 129 FERC ¶ 61,259 at P 29.

11 Bonneville Power Admin. v. FERC, 422 F.3d 908 (9th Cir. 2005) (Bonneville), order on remand, 121 FERC ¶ 61,067 (2007), order on reh’g, 125 FERC ¶ 61,214 (2008).

12 Bonneville, 422 F.3d at 925 (“The focus on the agreements between the Public Entities and ISO and CalPX only serves to demonstrate that the remedy, if any, may rest in a contract claim, not a refund action.”); see id. at 926 (“we take no position on remedies available outside of the FPA.”).

13 SMUD Rehearing Request at 9.
substantially similar settlement to SMUD. Even if SMUD’s argument were intended to suggest that all of the entities on the Settlement’s allocation matrix should be treated in the same manner, which is far different from what was at issue in *Florida Power*, we note that SMUD may choose not to opt into the Settlement and thus would not be bound by its terms. Indeed, this is what SMUD has done. Finally, as noted above, we find that the Settlement’s distinction between Net Refund Recipients and Deemed Distribution Participants does not constitute undue discrimination.\(^{14}\)

12. On rehearing, SMUD argues that because the Commission, in approving the Settlement, makes no affirmative finding that SMUD actually owed money to the CAISO and/or CalPX, then there is no record on which to conclude that the Settlement is just and reasonable. We disagree. The Commission, in its review of contested settlements, must ensure that settlement provisions are just and reasonable, a review that is conducted using the analysis outlined in *Trailblazer*. We reviewed the merits of each contested issue and decided to approve this Settlement under the *Trailblazer* framework after concluding that SMUD’s arguments were without merit, as discussed above. Specifically, we held that the Settlement was neither unduly discriminatory, nor did it force non-jurisdictional entities to forfeit their statutory rights.

13. While SMUD asserts that this conclusion is inconsistent with our decision not to make an affirmative finding that SMUD actually owed money to the CAISO and/or CalPX had it joined the Settlement, the language in the December 17 Order is consistent with Commission precedent regarding the approval of settlements. Nearly all orders approving settlement agreements in these proceedings contain language that provides that the orders hold no precedential value beyond approval of the individual settlements themselves.\(^{15}\) Historically, the Commission has encouraged parties to settle disputes, as it has done throughout these and related proceedings,\(^{16}\) and we recognize that parties will

\(^{14}\) See P 8, *supra*.


\(^{16}\) See, e.g., *Nevada Power Co. and Sierra Pac. Power Co. v. Enron Power Marketing, Inc.*, 125 FERC ¶ 61,312, at P 16 (2008) (“[t]his dispute is now seven years old, and the Commission has encouraged the parties to resolve this matter outside of litigation. The Commission continues to encourage resolution through settlement if possible” (internal footnotes omitted)); *Enron Power Marketing, Inc.*, 115 FERC ¶ 61,376, at P 2, *order denying reh ’g*, 117 FERC ¶ 61,257 (2006) (“The Commission

(continued…)}
at times agree to accept certain burdens in exchange for the benefits of a settlement. For this reason, a settlement may not be used in other proceedings as evidence of an admission against that settling party’s interest. Therefore, our orders approving settlements contain language specifying that Commission approval does not constitute approval of, or precedent regarding, any principle or issue in these settlement proceedings or any other proceedings. Here, for instance, if SMUD opted to join the Settlement as a Deemed Distribution Participant, its decision to do so would not constitute an admission on its part that it owes any money to the CAISO and/or CalPX. Rather, its decision to opt into the Settlement would indicate SMUD’s desire to avail itself of the benefits of the Settlement in exchange for being characterized as a Deemed Distribution Participant.

14. Moreover, the Settlement only binds participants if they affirmatively choose to join the Settlement. Similarly, participants can choose not to opt into the Settlement and thus not be bound by its terms. Here, SMUD has exercised its option not to join the Settlement and, therefore, is not a Deemed Distribution Participant. Instead, SMUD is a Non-Settling Participant, and the Settlement provides no issues are resolved by the Settlement as they relate to Non-Settling Participants. By deciding not to opt into the Settlement, SMUD has retained its rights to pursue litigation and attempt to receive a greater benefit for itself than it would have received had it opted into the Settlement. As we explained in the December 17 Order and earlier orders addressing other settlements reached by the California Parties and settling suppliers, SMUD cannot be bound by the terms of the Settlement if it chooses not to join it.

15. Finally, we uphold our approval of the Settlement using the Trailblazer analysis conducted in the December 17 Order. As discussed above, we previously found SMUD’s claim that the Settlement is unduly discriminatory to be unfounded. Therefore, we rejected SMUD’s arguments on the merits and found the Settlement to be just and continues to believe that fair and reasonable settlements, rather than costly, protracted Commission and court litigation, are the most effective and efficient way to bring closure to the numerous proceedings spawned by the California energy crisis”).

17 See Settlement and Release of Claims, § 3.2 (“No Claims addressed in this Agreement shall be deemed settled as to Non-Settling Participants”); see also Joint Explanatory Statement at 13 (“If a Participant does not opt in to the Settlement Agreement: (i) its rights will be unaffected by the Settlement Agreement; (ii) it will not be guaranteed certain benefits of the Settlement Agreement; and (iii) it will be paid the refunds, if any, to which it is ultimately determined to be due through continued litigation”).

reasonable. In addition, as discussed above, we reject SMUD’s argument that there was not an adequate record upon which to make this decision. Accordingly, we find that our analysis of the Settlement using *Trailblazer* was appropriate.\(^{19}\)

**Assignment of PECO/Exelon’s Obligations to the California Parties Under the Settlement**

16. SMUD argues that the December 17 Order failed to offer a reasoned response to SMUD’s argument that approval of the Settlement arbitrarily limited SMUD’s litigation rights, because the Settlement permits PECO/Exelon to assign their refund obligations under the Settlement to third parties without SMUD’s consent. SMUD cites to section 318 of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts (Restatement) for the proposition that, while an obligor may generally delegate performance of its duties to another, such delegation will not discharge any duty or liability of the original obligor, unless the obligee agrees otherwise. SMUD states this principle of contract law applies analogously to this case. SMUD contends that whether PECO/Exelon’s refund obligation to non-settling parties is contractual in nature or pursuant to the Commission’s statutory authority to regulate jurisdictional sellers, the same principle would apply. That is, if PECO/Exelon cannot unilaterally relieve themselves of their statutory obligation to pay non-settling parties any refunds they might owe, SMUD asserts that it then follows that they cannot reach agreement with settling parties to assume that obligation. SMUD notes that no non-settling party has agreed to relieve PECO/Exelon from their duty to pay whatever refunds the Commission finds appropriate.\(^{20}\)

\(^{19}\) SMUD also states that it was “curious” that the Commission approved the Settlement under *Trailblazer*’s first prong, when it appeared that the Settlement severed non-settling parties. SMUD Rehearing Request at 6. We note here that the Commission did not, in its approval of the Settlement, require the severance of contesting parties. Rather, the framework of the Settlement itself allows parties to not opt into it.

\(^{20}\) While SMUD suggests that PECO/Exelon’s refund obligation is statutory in nature, there is no statutory obligation to pay refunds. Rather, refunds are at the discretion of the Commission. FPA section 206(b) provides “[a]t the conclusion of any proceeding under this section, the Commission *may* order refunds of any amounts paid. . . in excess of those which would have been paid under the just and reasonable rate, charge, classification, rule, regulation, practice or contract which the Commission orders to be thereafter observed and in force.” 16 U.S.C. § 824e (2006). Courts have long held that the breadth of the Commission’s “discretion is, if anything, at zenith” when it is “fashioning [] remedies and sanctions, including enforcement and voluntary compliance programs in order to arrive at maximum effectuation of Congressional objectives.” *Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. v. FPC*, 379 F.2d 153, 159 (D.C. Cir. 1967) (emphasis added). *See also Towns of Concord v. FERC*, 955 F.2d 67, 75 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (citing (continued…)}
17. While SMUD recognizes that non-settling parties assume the risks of litigation, it argues that the Commission is still obliged to ensure that severance of those parties will “fully protect the objecting party's interest.” SMUD claims that, in this case, absent settlement, PECO/Exelon would remain obligated to pay refunds. By depriving non-settling parties of their right to seek recourse against the obligor, PECO/Exelon, SMUD contends that the Commission does not fully protect the objecting party's interest. In short, SMUD argues that the Commission should not have approved a settlement that appears to extinguish PECO/Exelon's statutory obligation to pay refunds to Non-Settlement Participants. SMUD contends that the December 17 Order only responded to SMUD’s argument by noting that the Settlement specifically contemplates that the interests of Non-Settling Participants, but does not respond to SMUD’s argument that the settling parties cannot unilaterally relieve themselves of their statutory obligation to pay refunds.

Commission Determination

18. We deny rehearing and reject SMUD’s claim that the Commission failed to offer a reasoned response to its request. The Commission reasonably responded to SMUD’s request that we clarify PECO/Exelon’s refund obligations, finding that the Settlement fully anticipated the rights of non-settling parties through the allocation of the risk of shortfalls in refunds and receivables.

19. While SMUD claims that contract law principles should apply by analogy to the instant settlement, it raises this argument for the first time on rehearing. In its comments opposing the Settlement, SMUD only asked that the Commission “clarify that the residual underlying obligation of the supplier . . . remains in place in the event that the refund amounts owed to the Non-Settling Participants exceed the amount allocated to the

Moss v. Civil Aeronautics Board, 521 F.2d 298, 308-09 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (“Because the ‘equitable aspects of refunding past rates are . . . inextricably entwined with the [agency’s] normal regulatory responsibility,’ . . . absent some conflict with the explicit requirements or core purposes of a statute, we have refused to constrain agency discretion by imposing a presumption in favor of refunds”)); Con. Edison Co. of N.Y., Inc. v. FERC, No. 06-10-25, slip op. at 13-14, 2007 U.S. App. 29,213 (D.C. Cir. 2007); Connecticut Valley Elec. Co. v. FERC, 208 F.3d 1037, 1043 (D.C. Cir. 2000); La. Pub. Serv. Comm’n v. FERC, 174 F.3d 218, 225 (D.C. Cir. 1999); Public Utilities Com’n of Cal. v. FERC 462 F.3d 1027, 1053 (9th Cir. 2006).

SMUD Request for Rehearing at 10-11 (citing Southern Cal. Edison Co. v. FERC, 162 F.3d 116, 119 (D.C. Cir. 1998)).

See December 17 Order, 129 FERC ¶ 61,259 at P 33.
California Parties.” Thus, SMUD’s arguments were confined to the terms of the Settlement itself, and did not squarely raise the issue it now advances concerning the applicability of certain contract principles. The Commission looks with disfavor on parties raising issues for the first time on rehearing, in part, because other parties are not permitted to respond to a request for rehearing.

Further, SMUD argues that the Commission is obligated to ensure that severance of a non-settling party will still fully protect the interests of that party. In this proceeding, however, the Commission did not reach a determination that SMUD or any other non-settling party is to be severed. Under our Trailblazer analysis, severing contested parties is but one of four separate options that the Commission may consider when determining whether a contested settlement should be approved. Thus, the Commission is not required to sever contesting parties in order to approve a contested settlement. Indeed, we have stated that severance should be the option of last resort. In this case, we did not need to consider that step because we rejected SMUD’s objections to the Settlement on the merits, as discussed above.

Finally, with respect to SMUD’s argument that the settling parties cannot unilaterally relieve themselves of a statutory obligation to pay refunds, we do not believe that the Settlement does this. The Settlement proposed that certain of the California Parties will assume responsibility for, among other things, any shortfall in refund amounts that PECO/Exelon owes to non-settling participants in the refund proceeding. Pursuant to sections 5.6-5.8 of the Settlement, any such shortfall in refunds owed by PECO/Exelon will be allocated among the California Parties, with the cap on each of the California Party’s liabilities to non-settling participants being the total amount of PECO/Exelon refunds and/or deemed distributions allocated to that California Party. The Settlement further provides that, in the event an obligation of any of the California Parties to make a payment on behalf of PECO/Exelon exceeds the total amount allocated to that California Party, the remaining California Parties to which settlement proceeds are allocated shall be jointly and severally liable to make such payments on behalf of PECO/Exelon, up to the amount allocated to each such California Party. Therefore, the

23 SMUD Initial Comments at 6-7.

24 See, e.g., PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 126 FERC ¶ 61,030, at P 15 and n.10 (2009) (“[t]he Commission has held that raising issues for the first time on rehearing is disruptive to the administrative process and denies parties the opportunity to respond”); Allegheny Energy Supply Co., L.L.C., 122 FERC ¶ 61,104, at P 6 (2008) (same); 18 C.F.R. § 385.713(d) (2009) (“The Commission will not permit answers to requests for rehearing.”).

funds available to pay Commission-ordered refunds to non-settling participants will be sufficient. We affirm that this is a reasonable approach, and that approval of the Settlement would provide significant benefits to settling parties while at the same time not adversely affecting the interests of those parties that continue to litigate their claims and ensuring that the interests of non-settling parties are protected. Moreover, we believe that this approach is consistent with direction from both the Commission and the Ninth Circuit that the parties involved in these proceedings settle their disputes rather than engage in costly and time-consuming litigation.\textsuperscript{26}

22. As such, under the Settlement, the interests of non-settling participants are adequately insulated from potential shortfalls and we find that it is reasonable for the settling parties to allocate the risks of covering shortfalls as provided for in the Settlement. Therefore, we deny SMUD’s request for rehearing on these grounds.

The Commission orders:

SMUD’s request for rehearing is denied, as discussed in the body of this order.

By the Commission. Commissioner Spitzer is not participating.

( S E A L )

Kimberly D. Bose,
Secretary.

\textsuperscript{26} See, \textit{e.g.}, P 13, \textit{supra}. 